The zodiac: looking into the stars
The zodiac touches aspects of different spiritual teachings and influential effects. The latest
discovery in astrology can correlate the patterns of the solar system with the patterns of our
lives which impact us from moment to moment. These life cycles are various stages in our life
that can be illuminated through the astrological use of progressions and transits. Astrology
happens to play a major role in the revolution of science, developing different fields like
mathematics, medicine, astronomy and psychology.
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There are many supporters and takers for this study who believe that planetary motion has a lot
to do with what a person is and what the future holds for him based upon the motion of celestial
bodies (Koshal 2). On the other hand, the celestial body is considered as astrophysics, why is
why it is accepted as a science. Many people have open up their minds and believe in the
planetary motion which has to do with how a person is and what the future holds for the
individual based upon the motion of celestial bodies.
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Astrology is a system of symbols that are designed to help us connect to the universe. It helps
reflect the understanding and experiences of different insights and spiritual teaching regarding
the facts of life. The reason why astrology has never been fully dismissed is because of the
anecdotal evidence available. Time after time people have been reporting truth to their
horoscopes every time they read their horoscopes. If anything, astrology is more accurate
because these anecdotes pop up far more often (Agrawal 2).
To complicate the verification process of the authenticity of astrology, astrologers use various
systems in establishing horoscope charts, the basic tool of the trade.(History of Astrology 2).
Therefore, a natal star chart presents the sky on the date and exact time of birth, from which the
astrologer extrapolates character traits and predictions. Creating what is then known as the
horoscope.
In science, we call this the placebo effects, believing in astrology could affect your outlook and
actions, we look for things or signs that confirm what we already believe. Taking the use to your
very own advantage, can alone generate meaningful insight it someone’s life.
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